
single slot 5HP
P/N VPX-22-06-15 no Rear I/O connectors and guides
P/N VPX-22-06-15R includes Rear I/O connectors and guides
dual slot 5HP
P/N VPX-22-06-25 no Rear I/O connectors and guides
P/N VPX-22-06-25R includes Rear I/O connectors and guides
Connections: According to VIATA  46.0 
Maximum Current: According to VIATA  46.0
Material: Multi-layer High Speed  construction
Power supplly interface:  ATX with 2x2 +12V and 2x2 +3V
60A lugs for high-current configurations              

Current sensing:
Vs1, Vs2, Vs3      0.001 Ohm 2W 1% resistors
Vaux                     0.1 Ohm 1%  resistors
Vbatt                    10 Ohm  1%  resistors
Available Options:
-CC  Conduction Cooled mounting 
-V, -(2-R), -HY  Viper , Multigig @-R and Hypertronix 
connectors “a la cart”
-F  Cooling Fans 
Dimensions: 272 mm x 297 mm
Weight: 450 to 650 gram 

SPECIFICATIONS

AZ-COM INC.    1-877-MY AZ-COM (692-9266)   sales@az-com.com   www.az-com.com 

VPX 6U Full Access Open Frames are designed to aid in development and testing of VPX 6U bus cards. 
Patented Full Access Open Frame allows easy acces to both sides of the VPX cards. Frame can be placed on 
any of four sides allowing easy access to desired sides of the boards. Current sensing resistors simplyfy power 
consumption measuremtan. ON/OFF switch controlls ATX power supply. Each slot has separate RESET circuitry. 
Reset is activated by push-button and by ATX power supply. Each Alignment pin can be placed every 45 deg.. A 
small breadboard area can be used for adding custom circuitry. 2mm headers allow for current and voltage 
monitoring and for monitoring / injecting all UTILITY signals. Colling FANS can be added to help cooling. 
Conduction Cooling mounting is available. Backplane can be populated with any combination of standard 
connectors and Viper, Multigig RT 2-R and Hypertronics connectors making high performance rugged products 
development much less expensive when compared to using Rugged chassis. Of-the-shelf products have Power 
Only backplanes. Custom backplanes with custom fabric and up to 5 slots are available. VPX cables can be used 
to instantly create custom configurations. For information about other backplane versions and 3U versions 
contact sales@az-com.com

VPX  6U  Development Frames  
est. 1990

Keep the Power ON! with 

ATX POWER
connectors on the
back side  

Extrusions  for insertion and
ejection using handles

Card Guides 
or mounting 
for Conductin 
Cooled cards

Rubber feet allow to place
the frame on the Top, 
Bottom, Left or Right side

Standard VPX or Viper, 
Multigig RT 2-R or 
Hypertronics connectors

65 A  power lugs


